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C ircumlocutory Imperialism :
Watan in the Thoughts of
Syed Shaikh bin Ahmad al-Hady*
Abstraksi: Tulisan ini membahas pemikiran syed syaikh bin Ahmad al-
Hady (1867-1934) tentang konsepwatan (tanah ait). Pemikitan ini penting
dalam konteks perubahan sosial politik Malaysia yang pada tnulanya men-
ganut sistem kerajaan yang tradisional, setelah merdeka dari Inggris pada
1957 menjadi sebuah negara bangsa (nation-state). AL-Hady beranggapan
bahwa konsep kerajaan yang bertumpu pada sosok raja-4i mana raja tidak
saja memiliki kekuasaan politik atas sebuah wilayah yang disebut nagati,
namun j uga memiliki pengaruh spirinal-tidak dap at menampung identitas
ke-Melayu-an yang modem. Karena itu kemudian, untuk mengatasi hal ini,
ia mengajukan konsep wa{an, sebuah konsep yang pada mulanya betkem-
bang di Eropa yang mengharuskan adanya sekulatisasi, baik dalam waca-
na maupun praktik.
Menariknya adalah, a|-Hady meramu konsep ini lewat sejumlah pemiki-
ran muslim modem di antaranya Muhammad 'Abduh dan Jamal al-Dtn a|-
AfgAnI, dua tokoh nodemis muslim yang banyak mempengaruhi pemikitan-
nya. seperti diketahui, pada akhir abad ke-19 gagasan nasionalisme yang
pada rnulanya muncul di Eropa melanda negeti-negeri muslim tetmasuk
Malaysia sepefti terefleksikan dalam pemikiran al-Hady. AL-Hady tentu
mengenal betul gagasan ini lewat kehidupan intelektual dan sosialnya yang
sangat luas sejak masa mudanya. Pada akhir abad ke-19, atas bantuan
Kesultanan Riau, ia dikirin ke Kairo. Di sinilah ia kemudian berkenalan
dengan gagas an-gagasan' Abduh dan al-Afganl.
sejak awal al-Hady menunjukkan ketertarikan dengan gagasan-gagasan
pemikir ntodemisme Islam. Setelah menyelesaikan pendidikannya di Me-
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sir, ia kembali ke Malaysia dan selanjutnya tinggal di Singapura. Di sini,
bersama dengan Syaikh Tahir Jalaluddin, yang juga alumni Kairo, ia men-
erbitkan al-Imarn, sebuah jumal yang banyak menyuarakan gagasan-gagasan
modemisme IsLam di Malaysia dan juga Indonesia. Di samping itu ia juga
mendirikan sebuah lembaga pendidikan yang diberi nama al-Iqbal.
Pada 1913, Belanda membubarkan Kesultanan Riau. Peristiwa ini men-
j adi titik balik penting dalam pemikiran al-Hady. Bagaimana tidak, baik al-
Imam maupun al-Iqbal keduanya mendapat sokongan dana dari kesultan-
an. Sejak pembubaran ini, ia mengalarni kesulitan finansial untuk meng-
hidupi jumal dan sekolahnya tersebut. Dan yang lebih penting lagi, peristi-
wa ini memberi pelajaran penting baginya bahwa sistem kerajaaan sangat
rapuh dalam menghadapi kolonialisme Eropa. Karena itu kemudian ia beru-
paya untukmencari konsep baru sebagai pengganti konsep kerajaan. Pada
saat itulah konsep watan yang sudah lama ia kenal dianggap dapat menjadi
wacana altematif.
Akan tetapi tidaklah mudah merekonstruksi konsep watan al-Hady.
Gagasan yang dilahirkan pada era kolonialisme pada umumnya, seperti
dikatakan oleh Homi Bhabha, "penuh dengan kontradiksi wacana kolo-
nial." Demikian pula dengan pemikiran al-Hady. Pada satu sisi, ia memuji
penguasa kolonial Inggris sebagai pembebas bangsa Melalu dari kebodohan
dan keterbelakangan, serta mencerca para raja dan pangeran sebagai pen-
guasa lalim yang mengajarkan takhayul dan khwafat kepada masyarakat.
Namun pada sisi lain, ia juga mengkritik kekuasaan Inggris di Malaya.
Dalam berbagai tulisannya, al-Hady mencoba menyadarkan bangsa Mel-
aW agar tidak bertekuk lutut kepada penjajah.
Salah satu hal yang senantiasa ditekankan oleh al-Hady dalamberbagai
tulisannya adalah agar bangsa Melalu bekerja keras. Bahkan tidak berlebi-
han untuk mengatakan bahwa gagasan ekonomi al-Hady sangat kapitalis-
tik. Sebaliknya ia mengkritik feodalisme kerajaan yang pada akhirnya mem-
buat orang malas. Dari sini kemudian muncul 'mitos pribumi malas' yang
sengaja diciptakan penjajah. Sistem feodalistiklah yang membuat mereka
tidak berpartisipasi dalam kegiatan ekonomi ketika negeri tersebut mengal-
ami peralihan sistem ekonomi yang tradisional ke kapitalisme. Absennya
mereka ini lalu diisi oleh masyarakat Cina yang pada awal abad ke-20 ban-
yak bermigrasi ke sana.
Dari sekian kontradiksi yang ada, ada satu hal yang membuat gagasan
watan al-Hady terdengar begin bergaung. Iauh sebelum Malaysia mem-
proklamirkan kemerdekaannya, beberap a dasaw ar s a s ebelumnya al-H ady
secara jelas mengatakan bahwa negan Melayt merupakan kesatuan sos-
ial, politik dan budaya bangsa Melayu yang meliputi seluruh wilayah di
Senenanjung Malaysia.
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n 31 August 1957,Malaysia gained its independence from Brit-
ain. The nation-state proclaimed by Tunku Abdul Rahman was a
new invention, for even though it resembled the illustrious ep-
och of the pre-colonial Malay world, this was only in symbolism and im-
agery.The new nation-state was indelibly European in nature and secular
in character. The political system, values and traditions embodied in the
new polity, were acculturated from 'enlightened' Europe. The nation-state
was infused with new symbols and meanings that sustained an artificial
continuity with the past. Prior to the birth of nationalism, an epistemolog-
ical transition had to be undertaken in order to alter the traditional world-
view of the Malays.
This article seeks to examine such transition. Specifically, it focuses
on the concept of watan (Ar. Watan or homeland) in the view of an early
20th century Muslim modernist, Syed Shaikh bin Ahmad al-Hady. Watan
- 
as proclaimed by al-Hady 
- 
had a modern and secular connotation,
posing a challenge to the prevalent worldview of the Malays and kerajaan
(kingdom). The conceptualization of watan was new for most Malays.
Identity was constructed predominantly in relation to the particular state in
which a person resided. The significance of al-Hady's contribution was
that he conceptualized watan in the sense of patie which consequently
became the pivotal basis for the construction of a modern nation-state. In
this way, al-Hady played an important role in facilitating the fusing of
Malay receptivity with modern European political thought, in the form of a
nationalist ideology. Loyalty, in the mind of al-Hady, was no longer exclu-
sively to the kerajaan but to a spatial homelandinhabited by the Malays. In
this sense, the new concept of watan necessitates secularization of the
mind.
Pre-Colonial Malaya
Prior to colonialism, all facets of Malay cultural, economic and intel-
lectual life revolved around the concept of state in those times whereby
the state was headed by the raja (king), who was not merely a political
entity, but was also the central source of power moulding and dictating
the lives of the members of the community. The monarch was both polit-
ical ruler and vice-regent of God, a concept borrowed from the Islamic
doctrine of khilafa (caliphate).tThe basis of this polity was religion, thus
endowing the secular kerajaan with spiritual significance. The role played
by the rajawas, as A.C. Milner noted, 'as much moral and religious as
political'.2 The Malay world prior to colonialism was a place where spiri-
tuality and politics developed in unison.
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Each raja ruled over a negeri, a political territory, the perimeters of
which were demarcated by his spiritual influence: subject-identities were
constructed in relation to a raja and not to land.3 Over time, the Malay
negeri (states) came together to create a unique and united network, based
on common religion, law, trade practices and literature. Of the greatest
importance was that Bahasa Melayu (the Malay Language) became the
lingua franca of the archipelago from the 16'h century onwards, cementing
the distinctiveness of the Malay world.a what we think of as the Malay
world was therefore a network of kerajaan that stretched from Patani in
Southern Thailand across to Sulu in the Southern Phillipines. Mercantile
activities and the intellectual network of Muslim scholars and mystics kept
this arrangement intact.s
The term 'tradition' used throughout this article refers to the 'tradi-
tional' form of Islam that for centuries has been blended with native Malay
customs which 'implies both horizontal continuity with the origin and a
vertical nexus which relates each movement of the life of the tradition in
question to the meta-historical Transcendental Reality'.6 The extensive
collective historical experience of living under the kerajaan system, to-
gether with religious and metaphysical perceptions that were critical of
modern ideas, constructed the worldview of the Malays. As such' it was
inconceivable to the Malays to erect a modern nation-state. Secularization,
a key ingredient to making this modern nation-state, necessitated the in-
vention of new values, politics and traditions.
Syed Shaikh bin Ahmad al-HadY
There have been numerous biographical accounts of al-Hady's life.
The life story of al-Hady detailed below is derived from various sources,
such as the biography of al-Hady written by his son Syed Alwi, as well as
from the various available literature on al-Hady.
Al-Hady was bom in Kampung Ulu, Melaka in 1867. He was born into
the illustrious Ba'alawi family,T an Arab family who had established them-
selves in the Indo-Malay archipelago to carry out missionary work and
trade.8 As the acknowledged direct descendants of the Prophet (known as
'sayyid), and as a result of their rich intellectual heritage, they command-
ed great respect from the Malays,e which provided al-Hady political cur-
rency among the Muslim society. During his early years, al-Hady was sent
to Kuala Trengganu to receive basic religious training in a pondok (tradi-
tional educational institution).
After leaving Trengganu, he followed his father to Pulau Penyengat,
the seat of the court of Riau-Lingga. In Pulau Penyengat, al-Hady was
adopted by Yang Dipertuan Muda(the deputy ruler) of Riau, Raja Ali Kela-
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na. Al-Hady had the opportunity to reside in the court, which at the time
was the centre of Malay literary activities.to It was on this island that cel-
ebrated writers and poets, including Raja Ali Haji, the author of Tuhfat al-
Nafis (The Precious Gl'll), composed their works. The young al-Hady
was exposed to the beauty of Malay literature and he became a diligent
student of the language, as evidenced by his mastery of the language in his
prolific writings. While Jamilah Othman emphasizes the influence of Riau
in the formation of al-Hady's ideas,rrthis assertion is questionable as the
royal court was in fact dominated by the teachings of the Naqsyabandi
sufi-order and was the centre of traditional Islam.r2 Had al-Hady been
influenced by Riau in the way suggested by Othman, he would have been
more inclined to traditional Islam and not the modernist approach. It is
more reasonable, therefore, to say that Riau inspired him linguistically but
not ideologically.
At the end of the l9th century, al-Hady was sent to Cairo in order to
chaperone the first cohort of Riau princes who were continuing their studies.
Mecca had long been the centre of learning for the Muslim world, yet by
this time, the focus had shifted to Cairo as educational activities were
more lively and modern.r3 It was there that al-Hady attended the lectures
of Muhammad Abduh, a proponent of modem Islamic thought.ra Abduh's
lectures, together with his works and the birth of the nationalist movement
in Egypt at the time, greatly influenced al-Hady's mindset. Egypt was very
much the source of al-Hady's modernist ideas which he then brought to
Malaya.
In 1895, al-Hady returned to Malaya and settled in Singapore, where he
later coordinated the founding of the journal al-Imam (in 1906).15 Togeth-
er with Cairo-educated Shaikh Tahir Jalaluddint6 and Abbas Mohd. Taha,
al-Hady used the journal to promote Islamic modernism. When the Riau
Sultanate was abolished by the Dutch in 1913, al-Hady lost his greatest
supporters.rT Both al-Imam and al-Iqbal (the Singapore based school that
al-Hady founded) were dependent on the Riau Sultanate's support. To
combat resistance to the Dutch rule, whilst avoiding conflict on the scale
of the Aceh War, the Dutch imposed atreaty which rendered the Sultanate
powerless.18 Having refused to ratifo the treaty, the Sultan was deposed
and exiled to Singapore and finally in l9l3 the Riau Sultanate was abol-
ished.'e According to Linda Tan, al-Imam, as an essentially Riau-spon-
sored venture, was greatly affected by the abolition of the Sultanate. Lack
of funds, in the end, forced al-Hady to close both the school and the
journal. The abolition of the Riau Sultanate represented another critical
juncture for his thought. It demonstrated the vulnerability of the kerajaan
in the face of colonial aggression, underscoring al-Hady's aspiration for
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an altemative polity in Malaya. It is in this sense that direct imperialism
forced al-Hady to alter his perspective on keraiaan.
After the failure in Singapore, al-Hady moved to Johor and worked as
a sharr'a lawyer but fell out with the conservative 'ulam6'.20 In 1914, he
moved to Malaka and with help from his friend, Haji Bachik, founded the
al-Hadi madrasah (school), which taught reformist conceptions of Islam.2t
Fervent opposition from the traditional religious elite who boycotted the
school, coupled with lack of support from the Malays, forced al-Hady to
close the school and move to Penang.22 Al-Hady's sojourn in Johor and
Malaka attested to his inability to function in a society controlled by tradi-
tional religious establishments.
In contrast to al-Hady's other stops, Penang 
- 
al-Hady's final resi-
dence 
- 
was a liberal society. The absence of royal and religious author-
ities, coupled with the Chinese and non-Muslim population, provided al-
Hady with greater freedom to promote his modern ideas than elsewhere in
the Federated Malay States (FMS). The island was also equipped with
infrastructure that aided in al-Hady's struggle. Printing companies, social
clubs and educational institutions, for example, provided al-Hady with the
necessary resources for the dissemination of his political views.23 In Pen-
ang, al-Hady founded another school, Madrasah al-Mashur. In addition, in
1926 he founded the joumal al-Ikhwan and in 1928 a newspaper Sau-
dara.2a
Journalism was the most effective means of circulating ideas in the
early twentieth century and al-Hady capitalized on this. Both al-Ikhwan
and Saudara were to become key vehicles for the dissemination of al-
Hady's reformist ideas. It was also during this period that al-Hady wrote
most of his fictional2s and non-fictional works26 that not only provided him
with an income but enhanced his popularity. In the Penang years, al-Hady
propelled unremitting criticism atthe kerajaan, questioning the ontological
foundation of the polity while proposing an alternative form of nationhood
enshrined within his concept of watan. He continued to write prolifically
until his health began to decline and he died aged sixty-seven ofa neuro-
logical condition on 20 February 1934.
Al-Hady's ideas, unsurprisingly, reflect his life experiences. Specifi-
cally, the life story of al-Hady illuminates three important points. First, al-
Hady functioned within the colonial structure and relied on it. His work
was severely curtailed when operating within the traditional Malay struc-
tures such as those in Johor and Malaka.27 Penang and Singapore, directly
under British protection and ethnically diverse, allowed him more freedom
to teach and publish his ideas.28 Secondly, al-Hady's major source of in-
spiration was Islamic modernism and the nationalist movement in Egypt.
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This in turn positioned al-Hady as a modemist who, like Abduh,'?e advocat-
ed Islamic modernism to solve religious tensions within Islamic thought as
well as existing socio-economic and political problems. Thirdly, direct
imperialism, as experienced in Riau, led him to reject traditionalism.
Circumlocutory Imperialism
The general theory used in this article I have called circumlocutory
imperialism. Following Syed Hussein Alatas, I define imperialism as 'the
subjugation of one people by another for the advantage of the dominating
one'.30 Specifically, the term 'imperialism' is strictly used in the context of
the growth of capitalism and the emerging world system. There were two
fronts of imperialism: direct and indirect. The direct imperialism came
straight from Europe to Malaya in the form of military and bureaucratic
control, establishing direct rule in the Strait Settlements and indirect rule in
the Federated Malay States. The second front of imperialism was indirect
and intellectual in nature. It was in the form of epistemological domination
of the subjugated. Direct European imperialism brought the political and
economic failure of the traditional polity, which challenged the spiritual
and mystical power associated with the raja and his polity. Those who
witnessed foreign control on their polity were consequently inclined to
rethink the ontological foundation of the polity. The subjugated not only
questioned their traditional epistemological framework, but also sought
altematives, including European thought. For al-Hady, this was the case
as he witnessed the abolition ofthe Riau-Lingga Sultanate. Changes condi-
tions in this regards cannot be separated from the colonial encounter. To
return to Alatas, 'the political and economic structure of imperialism gen-
erated a parallel structure in the way of thinking of the subjugated peo-
ple'.tt
The central component in the alteration of traditional Malay worldview
was seculari zation. The definition of secularization employed in this article
is the deliverance 'first from religious and then from metaphysical control
over his [her] reason and his [her] language'.32 For S. M. N. al-Attas, the
integral components of secularization are 'the disenchantment of nature,
the desacralization of politics, and the deconsecration of values'.33 Chal-
lenges to the traditional Malay polity can only come after the secularization
of Malay worldview, for the ontological foundation of the kerajaan was
both spiritual and metaphysical in nature. In order to form a liberal and
modem polity to substitute the kerajaan, a different epistemological ground
had to be constructed.
The adoption of Western epistemology in the case of the Malays did
not come directly from Europe but through a third agent, Egypt. It was in
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Cairo that the alien values were veiled with an Islamic mantle. The devel-
opment of what Michael Laffan called 'Cairene discourse' induced a fun-
damental shift in the Islamic worldview.3a Western-influenced Muslim
modernists such as 'Abduh35 tried to reconcile modem Western values with
Islam. This urge was brought about by the perceived political, economic
and technological superiority of Westem European power, first witnessed
during the Napoleonic conquest of Egypt. Dissatisfaction with traditional
Islamic thoughts and values was further solidified by the collapse of the
Mameluk dynasty in Egypt at the hands of the French armies. The con-
struction of this synthesis represented an effort to impede secularization.36
The Islam of 'Abduh, as well as another famous Muslim modernist of the
time Jamal al-Dtn al-Afghanl was the product of colonial encounters.
In attempting to reconcile Western and Islamic thoughts, both 'Abduh
and Afghanr pushed Islam into the colonial discourse. That is, Islam en-
tered the colonial sphere and religion was remoulded in the image of the
progressive and enlightened Europe. Aspects of Islam that did not fit this
model were discarded while those which were suitable were accepted.
What followed was essentially a secularization of Islamic thought, in spite
of persistent Islamic overtones. These overtones, such as the sustained
usage of Islamic key-terminologies, possessed very different connotations
after its semantic transformation to a more secular denotation. In this
way, the modification of religious doctrines was the direct result of the
political and economic hegemony of Westem European states. These doc-
trinal adjustments were significantly palpable in changing the nature of
fundamental concepts.
The influence of the Cairene discourse did not limit itself to Egypt and
the Arab world. Joumalism and the international network of intellectuals
centred on .Abduh and his disciples guaranteed the spread of the cairene
discourse throughout the wider Muslim world.37 Many students from
Malaya studied in Egypt. Moreover, the reformist Egyptian journal, al-
Manarwas in circulation in'the Malayo-Indonesian archipelago' as early
as 1898.38 Intellectuals such as al-Hady played a strong role in promoting
the Cairene discourse in Malaya.
The Cairo-educated Muslim reformists introduced the ideology from
the West via Cairo to the peninsula. Introducing an alien worldview with
its accompanying concepts to the conservative Malay population, howev-
er, was a demanding task which required a restructuring of the traditional
epistemological framework. In addition, the language, saturated as it was
with the traditional worldview, had to be reformed and was underlaken in
a subtle and delicate way to guarantee its positive reception. The intellec-
tuals had to speak in the same language as the people, which caused them
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to give the ideology an Islamic 'face' and to 'sugarcoat' Qur'anic verses
to win acceptance.3e Fazlur Rahman refened this approach as the 'janus-
faced attitude', in which intellectuals presented their modern views in a
traditional manner.ao This is a fitting description of the Cairo-educated
Muslim modemists.
Constructing a public sphere in which to socially anchor reform was
also necessary.ar Moreover, they also had to eliminate resistance to their
agenda. In the case of Malaya, the most fervent opposition was from the
traditional 'ulamd' (scholars) who were also connected with the sufi (mys-
tical) brotherhoods. The sufi-'ulamd' have long been the vanguard of the
orthodox tradition of Islam, especially Islamic epistemology.a2 They also
preserved the eschatological leaning of Islam. The modernists saw the
sZfs-'ulamd' as obstacles to the realization of their agenda. In this way,
they became the natural enemy of the modernists who were trying to
impose an alien and secular ideology, which explains the antagonism of
the modernists towards the traditional Islamic establishment.
The epistemological foundation of the new polity was very much de-
rived from the West. In this regard, Partha Chaterjee's description of na-
tionalism, which 'simultaneously rejects and accepts the dominance, both
epistemic and moral, of an alien culture'43 is also applicable to our discus-
sion of new polity. Seen in this way, the modernists subversively condi-
tioned the Malay mind into accepting an alien epistemology, contrary to
the pre-existent worldview. In this respect the second front of imperialism
occurred from within.
Circumlocutory imperialism projected a power relationship between
Europe and Malaya, facilitated by Egypt. The influence of colonial capital-
ism in this regards cannot be ignored. That is, modemists like al-Hady
were working within the structure of colonial capitalism, while simulta-
neously promoting it. In this sense, their ideas should be viewed in the
light of contemporaneous economic conditions in Malaya. One cannot
separate the power relations encapsulated in circumlocutory imperialism
from the economic conditions related to colonial capitalism because both
were intricately intertwined. The history of power and domination, albeit
at the intellectual and epistemological levels, cannot be separated from the
history of capitalism. Ultimately, it was political and economic imperialism
that resulted in intellectual and epistemological imperialism.
The theory of circumlocutory imperialism will serve as a template for
understanding the thoughts of al-Hady, in particular his conceptualization
of watan. This article will now trace the origin of watan, its politicization
in the light of colonial encounters in the Middle East. Before considering
Malaya at the turn of the century the importance of the Middle East must
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be highlighted. It was here that the concept of watan underwent semantic
transformation in the late l9'h century.
The Semantic Transformation of Watan
The semantic transformation and the politicization of watan were
the direct result of modernization and the diffusion of European thought
into the Muslim world, which resulted from the colonial encounter
towards the end of the l9th century. Traditionally, watan was a term
used to denote one's birthplace or place of residence birth without any
formal political connotation.aa The watanthat was proposed by al-Hady,
in contrast, was politicized to the extent that it focused on loyalty and
identity.
In classical Arabic usage, the definition of watan was narrow and per-
sonal. Ibn Mandzor defined it as 'the place where one resides'.45 E.W.
Lane defined watan as'a man's settled place of abode or his place of
constant residence'.46 Another leading Arab lexicographer, al-Jurjanl, di-
vided watan into two, with al-watan aL-aslI as the birthplace of an individ-
ual and his place of residence, while aL-watan al-iqamah denoted a place in
which an individual stayed but was not a permanent residence.aT What
these definitions indicate is that watan had a personal nuance rather than a
political nuance. As Bernard Lewis asserted, watan was not a focus of
loyalty, and only to a limited extent a focus of identity.a8
For Muslims, identity was largely based on being part of the trans-
national Islamic community, the umma. According to Muhammad Asad,
the linguistic meaning of umma is 'a group of living beings having certain
characteristics of circumstances in common'.ae In Islamic belief, the whole
of humanity was created as a single urnmaas stated explicitly in the Qur'an,
'And (know that) all mankind were once but one single community, and
later did they begin to hold divergent views'.s0 Islamically, identity was
constructed in terms of a belief-system not of one's place of origin or
one's race. During the formative era of Islam, tribal affiliation was the
focus of identity among Arabs. Once an individual embraced Islam, he or
she altered their loyalty to that of a new Islamic identity.5t Faith itself
became an impoftant element in loyalty and identity. Although one's place
of origin was still relevant to identity, it lacked formal political signifi-
cance.
The establishment of an imperial Islamic power, first by the Umayyads
and then by the Abbasids, did not disturb the political unity of the umma.
Faith alone became the unifying force behind the polity of both empires.52
With the demise of the Abbasid Empire and the proliferation of power into
a number of independent states in the B'h century, the political unity of the
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ufi1ma was shattered.53 What remained was the conception of umma as a
law-based community. Even when the Islamic world was divided into a
number of polities, the people remained as adherents to the Islamic law,
the sharl'a. The notion of umma as a law-based community became an
adhesive force that solidified the remaining umma.sa The characteristic of
this unity, however, was a cultural and religious community, which was
still seen as the focus of identity but not of political loyalty.
The disintegration of the Islamic empire into a number of autonomous
nations altered the focus of political loyalty. The ideology of power was
transformed into the ideaof dawla(dynasty) 'applied to a particular clan'.55
A person, therefore, developed two levels of identity; religious and politi-
cal, which gave rise to 'an embryonic distinction between government
(dawla) and religion (din).% Identity was formed in relation to the religion
and the notion of umma,while political loyalty was confined tothe dawla.
As for the term watan, it remained in the vocabulary of the Islamic world
with personal connotations until the mid- 19'h century.
The military campaign of Napoleon, which brought down the Mame-
luk dynasty in Egypt in 1798, provided the impetus for an intellectual rev-
olution in the Middle East.57 Napoleon arrived not only with his army but
with scholars. The conqueror did not only establish a colony, but also the
Institut d,Egypfe with the aim of le progress et a ptopagation des lumieres
(progress and the propagation of knowledge).s8 The arrival of Napoleon
marked the introduction of new power and knowledge into the Muslim
world. The ambiguous relationship between colonial power and progres-
sive knowledge became the pattern that characterized the relationship be-
tween the Europe and the Muslim world throughout the years that fol-
lowed. The abhorrence of foreign intrusion was balanced by the admira-
tion for modern EuroPean ideas.
The failure of the Napoleonic military campaign in Egypt left the coun-
try with a power vacuum which was filled in 1805 by an Albanian military
commander, Muhammad Ali.5e Ali, who has witnessed the modern mili-
tary might of the French army and was as well deeply influenced by their
push for 'enlightenment', was convinced that the only way forward for
Egypt was to underlake modemization.60 He therefore established military
training colleges, modern presses and a school of languages, to modernize
Egypt both militarily and intellectually along European lines. In addition,
Ali sent a group of Egyptians to study in France, which became the pivotal
point in the introduction of the concept of nationalism to the Arab world.
Ali himself was a product of the colonial encounter, in which his disdain
for the western power was ambiguously matched by his appreciation for
Western thought and values.
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one of the students sent to paris by Ali was Rifh'a Rafr' al-Tahtawt.
He arrived in 1826 and became acquainted with the works of the major
French thinkers, notably Montesquieu, Rousseau, voltaire and Racine.6r
He learnt European political ideas including the concept of patrie(father-
land). Upon retuming to Egypt in 1831, Tah{awr worked in the language
school and translated a number of influential French works including
Montesquieu's Marseillaise.62 It was in this particular work that Tahtawi
used the word watan for the French patrie, thereby, ' I'amout de la patrie,
became 'hubb aL-watan' .63 Moreover, he stressed that without love for
one's country, civilization must be condemned to perish.6a critically,
Tahtdw! whose home-village was Taht6, used watan to describe Egypt.
That is, watan ceased to be a term denoting one's place of origin; rather it
denoted something much greater, such as one,s country.
Influenced by French ideologies, Tahtawt had transformed the narrow
and personal concept of watan into a concept of fatherland imbued with
patriotism. Mutual rights and obligation, which had previously solely ex-
isted in the preserve of religion, became the characteristic of both religion
and patriotism.6s Egypt was also beginning to be conceptualized as a patrie
separate from the rest of the ottoman Empire, echoing Muhammad Ali,s
separatist tendencies. Starting with Tahtawr, the concept of watan was
infused with intense loyalty, which formerly was reserved for dawla.mark-
ing the commencement of the politicization of watan.
The paradoxical relationship between Europe and the Middle East was
also highlighted by the ottoman Sultan, Selim II. rn 1g27, the Sultan or-
dered the rebuilding of his army following modern European fashion. sim-
ilar to Ali, Selim also sent students to study in Europe in an effort to force
Europeanization on the empire.66 As the Sultan became committed to Eu-
ropean reforms and as economic and military pressure on the empire in-
creased, these students were appointed to the highest posts both in mili-
tary and civilian bureaucracy.6T The new elites forced the Sultan to em-
bark on a reform policy that sought to abolish taxation of farming, stan-
dardize military conscription and eliminate corruption. what followed was
two royal decrees that explicitly stated the new direction of the empire,
which was popularly known as the tanzimat (reorganization).68 For many,
however, the tanzimat appeared as a triumph of the west over Islam. As
Lewis noted in his history of Turkey, the reforms were seen as .the forc-
ible imposition' on a Muslim country, with the encouragement, if not the
insistence, of European powers, and with the help of European experts
and advisers'.6e The result was the emergence of a group of intellectuals
(also educated in Europe), known as the young ottomans, who sought to
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reconcile the new institutions of the tanzimaf with the Islamic political
tradition.
The most prominent Young Ottoman was an intellectual and poet, Namik
Kemal, who popularized the Turkish term for watan, vatan, in the Otto-
man domain. For Kemal, who was also influenced by Montesquieu and
Rousseau, vatan was 'a sacred idea resulting from the conglomeration of
various noble feelings such as the people, liberty, brotherhood, interest,
sovereignty, respect for one's ancestors, love of the family and childhood
memories'.7o The vatan, in his view, was the territory of the Ottoman
Empire, yet like Emest Renan,Tr Kemal defined vatan as'an emotional
bond in which the memories of ancestors, the recollections of one's own
youth and earliest experiences all had aplace' .72 He also had a clear con-
cept of citizenship and rights and responsibilities associated with it.73 Ke-
mal, influenced by European concept of patriotism, introduced a new and
political meaning of vatan to the Turkish vocabulary, which was anti-
Europe but also relied on European ideas.
The historian Abdullah al-Ahsan erroneously asserted that Islam was
the sole basis of Kem al's vatan.Ta While it is true that Kemal was a devoted
Muslim who upheld the shan'a as fundamental to good govemance, there
are two points that illustrate the degree of secularism in Kemal's thought.
First is the intense loyalty to the fatherland. His identity and loyalty was
not constructed in respect to the ufilmabut to the Ottoman territory. In his
famous play Vatan, Kemal affirmed the importance of love and loyalty an
individual owed to his or her country.Ts The play was full of rousing ap-
peals to the Ottomans, not the Muslims, to defend their country against its
enemies. Secondly, Kemal's idea of unity replaced the previous concep-
tion of people living together but separated by religious barriers.T6 Kemal's
understandin g of watan was directly opposed to the concept of umma and
hence it was to alarge extent infused by secular conceptions derived from
Europe.
One of the most celebrated Islamic thinkers and activists of the period,
Jamaluddin al-Afghani, travelled around the Muslim world preaching the
idea of Pan-Islamism.77 Afghani saw Pan-Islamism as the way to galva-
nize Muslims and to rouse them to challenge Western encroachment on
the Islamic world. By inviting people to political activism, Afghani trans-
formed Islam as a religion into a political ideology.78 Although it seemed
that Pan-Islamism was opposed to watanconsciousness, in a way it served
as a critical transition from Islamic to national loyalties by giving a new
nationalist emphasis to Muslims that later evolved into local nationalism.
Issues such as hostility to the West, identification with a glorious age in
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the past, sentiments of the superiority of the indigenous culture and appeal
for the common goal of unity, were the teachings of pan-Islamism that
immediately contributed to the formation of watan consciousness.Te The
principal result of Pan-Islamism was its contribution to the formation of
national consciousness.
In the case of Egypt, Afghant's thoughts contributed greatly to politics
as emphasized that leadership was not the privilege of a particular race or
family and that a ruler's retention of power was contingent on perfor-
mance.8o Afghanl's leading pupil, the Egyptian Muhammad ,Abduh con-
tinued his teacher's activism but developed it into a more nationalistic
framework. In his political writings, Abduh explicitly stated that ,the fin-
est of the faces of unity is that of the homeland, because on this disagree-
ment and contention are impossible'.8r In addition, he defined watanasthe
'place to which you belong and in which you have rights and towards
which your duties are known'.82 This indicates that 'Abduh's watanwas
borrowed from the French patrie and that earlier thinkers such as Tahtdwr
and Kemal had influenced him. 'Abduh, therefore, spoke as a nationalist
who regarded the authority of the state to be underscored by political and
geographical boundaries rather than religious allegiance. By doing so, he
drove Islam back into the private sphere.
'Abduh's conception of watandismissed the dichotomy between Muslim
and non-Muslims. In classical Islamic political thought, the people of the
book, which consisted of Christians and Jews, ought to be dealt with as
dhimmis (protected people).83 Their religious freedom was protected by
the state but they were differentiated on the basis of their conviction.
Abduh challenged this dichotomy by arguing the equal status of Muslims
and non-Muslims, bound by the concept of citizenship tied to the land.
The most important contribution of 'Abduh, which al-Hady followed, was
his notion of the compatibility of Islam and modemism, which in ,Ab-
duh's view was the precursor to the development of nationalism.
Nadav Saffran noted inconsistencies within Abduh's thought. That is,
he asserted the love of the fatherland as a religious duty, which accorded
very well with the aims of the nationalists, but he still maintained that the
community of the believers (the umma) as the basic political unit.8a In
Saffran's view, the inconsistencies were due to 'Abduh's superficial un-
derstanding of modern European thought. This, however, is not the case.
Abduh discussed the works of Auguste Comte, delivered a series of lec-
tures based on the history of Francois Guizot and even travelled to En-
gland to meet Herbert Spencer.85 In addition, 'Abduh's thought developed
over a period of time when the social context constantly changed, which
explains their fluidity. Some inconsistencies were also the result of his
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ambiguous relationship with the colonial powers. He cooperated with the
colonial structure to purify Islam from superstitions, indicating the notion
that Islam and progress was formed inthe image of Western positivism. It
is no surprise that Lord Cromer, the ruler of Egypt, saw 'Abduh as the
natural ally of the European reformer.s6 Islam, progress and watan, in
Abduh's view, had created an incoherent discourse with no clear-cut
boundary, full of paradoxes which were the natural product of the ambig-
uous nature ofthe colonial encounter.
The last intellectual examined is the more secular Mustafa Kamil. Kamil
believed that there was nationhood for Egyptians, yet that nationhood was
part of larger units such as the Ottoman, Islamic or Eastern world.87 He
also emphasized the need to adopt the positive aspects of Western civiliza-
tion.88 Educated in France, Kamil valued unity based on shared sentiment
and responsibility, that is, patriotism.8e For Kamil, patriotism was the key
to the success of the Europeans and that loyalty should be based on the
land of Egypt, not on religion or language. He also claimed that there was
no conflict between religion and nationhood as true religion should teach
patriotism. The significance of Kamil's ideas, however, does not lie in the
discursive realm, but in his political activism: his success in mobilizing
large sections of the educated population behind slogans of patriotism.
Kamil can be seen as the first Muslim personality who brought the con-
cept of patriotism from its intellectual realm to the populous sphere of
political activism.
Having surveyed a number of influential proponents of patriotism and
nationalism, there are a number of issues that should be highlighted. First
is the issue of the role of the intellectuals. Edward Shils noted that the role
ofthe intellectual was to introduce and present ideas and form expressive
disposition within a society.eo Intellectuals do not only create and form
ideas; they communicate them to the rest of society. These intellectuals,
who derived their thought from Europe modified them to fit their societ-
ies. This was done by appropriating ideas into popular media as well as
infusing them with religious language to produce a mobilizing effect- A
concept hke watan was therefore a product of the colonial encounter, in
which religion interacted with colonial discourse to produce a site of par-
adox and ambivalence. The relationship between colonial structure and
religion in the form of Islamic modemism, therefore, served as an exam-
ple of how the 'sacred' may be employed'to develop a system of political
legitimacy and to aid in mobilizing the community for secular ends''er
The second issue is that the ideology of such personalities as those
mentioned above were partially based on adefeatistmentality. They formed
their ideas in the time when the Muslim world was frail and fragile in
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comparison to the mighty Europe. This in turn produced the logic of adopt-
ing modern Western systems in order to be successful. The basic as-
sumption was that science and knowledge were value-free and that civili-
zation and religion were two separate entities.e2 Once this reasoning was
accepted, the result was inevitable: separation of state and religion. A Muslim
reformist like Abduh did not want this to happen, yet by striving for the
compatibility of Islam and modem Western thought, he had opened the
door to secularism.
The last issue is the absence of traditional Islamic voices in the debate
on modernity. Talal Asad argued that the modem public sphere in the
West, contrary to the idealization of Habermas, has always been a space
of social exclusions.e3 That is, those who were invited to participate in the
public sphere were those who were familiar with Western ideas and prac-
tices. While the intellectuals participated in the public sphere because they
were accustomed to European ideas and practices, the traditional schol-
ars, mystics and savants, remained absent from the debate as they lacked
the prerequisites that could enable them to enter. The expansion ofpublic
sphere, therefore, weakened the authority of traditional voices.
While in Egypt, al-Hady was exposed to the formation of nationalist
consciousness. He was reported to have attended the lectures of Abduh
and translated a number of his works into Malay.ea He was also familiar
with the other intellectuals as their ideas were discussed in al-Hady's pe-
riodicals. The Middle East's experiment with modernity, therefore, was
the first stage of 'circumlocutory imperialism', where Western enlighten-
ment ideas were transmitted to the Muslim world. The next section focus-
es on the concept of watan in the ideas of al-Hady and looks at how he
appropriated ideas that were discussed in the Middle East with Malaya.
Syed Shaikh al-Hady & Watan
The first people to utilize and popularize the concept of watan in Ma-
laya was the Cairo-influenced aL-Imam group who were responsible for
the publication of the reformist journal of the same name. Syed Shaikh al-
Hady was a prominent member of the group. Although he frequently used
the term, he never systematically defined what he meant by watan. lt is
therefore the aim of this section to reconstruct al-Hady's understanding of
watan. The assumption of this article is that the meaning of watan, as
understood by al-Hady, is implied in other things he said. For that reason,
this section examines al-Hady's responses to the presence of the British,
Malay Royalties and foreign immigrants from China and India, while ex-
trapolating the meaning of watan as implied in these responses. By doing
so, reconstructing al-Hady's conception of watan is possible.
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The influence of the Cairene discourse as examined above, which is
overlooked by many writers,e5 must be kept in mind as it served as the
background of al-Hady's ideas. Also paramount to the Cairene Discourse
as the milieu of al-Hady's thoughts is the expansion of colonial capitalism
in Malaya brought about by increased profits derived from the tin and later
on the rubber boom in the beginning of the 20th century.
The reconstruction of al-Hady's thought is an intricate and complicat-
ed exercise as they consist of paradoxes, which often contradict each
other. One can understand this phenomenon through what Homi Bhabha
termed as 'the ambivalence of the colonial discourse', which produced
ambivalent reactions on the part of the colonized.e6 For instance, on the
one hand, the British promoted the expansion of colonial capitalism but on
the other hand it protected the feudal system of the Malay Kingdoms. e7
This resulted in a multitude of responses from the colonized.
The first response to be examined is in relation to the presence of the
British. The 'ambivalent' nature of al-Hady's thoughts can be clearly seen
in his treatment of the British. In a number of his writings, al-Hady praised
the British as the protector of the Malays from the despotic reigns of the
Malay Kings. At his most extreme, he described the British as 'the army of
Rabb al'alamrn (God of the universe) sent here to free us from the prison
of stupidity, cruelty and fierceness of our own rulers, because the English
are smart, respect the rules of government, world peace and prosperity'.e8
In a radical departure, al-Hady utilized a Qur'anic verse, 'my servants, the
righteous, shall inherit the earth'ee to justify the presence of the British in
Malaya. We can pinpoint this as the moment when Islam as a religion
entered the colonial discourse.
Colonization was justified by the Darwinian view that superior people
rule over inferior people. As the military might of the British underscored
their superiority over the Malays, colonization was normalizedby this the-
ory. Furlhermore, in using the Qur'an to justify colonialism, European
Enlightenment ceased to be the only justification for the colonial project.
On replying to a move by the Kelantan 'ulamd' to ban al-Hady's newspa-
pers al-Ikhwan and Saudara. he wrote that Kelantan is a state:
...which through the implementation of British justice, has just emerged from
barbarism into the modern world and in which it seems there are still people who
believe in the words of the religious authorities who have never opened their eyes to
the dawn of modernity and freedom of thoughts such as we have under the protection
of the three-coloured flag.roo
In another article written as a response to the question of whether the
Malay could escape annihilation and extinction, al-Hady affirmed that there
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was nothing wrong with the actions of the European nation entering a
foreign land and exploitating its resources. In his view, they were just
'pursuing the demands of a God-given human nature, common to all hu-
man being, which is to demand superiority'.r0r He continued that this hu-
man nature was what Darwin called 'the law of competitiveness' and
therefore, whoever was weak would surely be destroyed and annihilat-
ed.t02 Within the colonial discourse, al-Hady reconciled Darwin and Islam
by supporting Darwinian theories with Islamic groundings.
Al-Hady's sympathy towards the British is multi-factorial,r03 but in par-
ticular it relates to the more subtle nature of imperialism, enshrined in the
founding of 'power'. That is, a process of 'othering', whereby the colo-
nial power constructs itself as 'the self . This othering, became a process,
according to Gayatri Spivak, when colonists constructed its others as
subjects. Othering, therefore, is a dialectic by which the big 'other' who
colonized created small others. who were constructed as obedient and
thankful subjects.roa Seen in this way, al-Hady became a small other, who
remained loyal and subservient to his colonial masters. In this light, Mat
Ton's statement that the people behind al-Imam developed an anti-imper-
alist attituder05 must be rethought. Therefore Laffan rightly noted that Mat
Ton overemphasized the anti-colonial aspect of the joumal.'06
While al-Hady was familiar with the thoughts of Charles Darwin, he
only spoke Malay and Arabic. Al-Hady's library consisted of many Euro-
pean books that were translated into Arabic in the Arab metropolises like
Beirut and Cairo.r07 At this time, Darwinian theories were already spread-
ing through the Middle East, popularizedby a controversial doctor named
Syibli Syumayyil.t0s The genealogy of al-Hady's thoughts did not emanate
directly from Europe but came through the Arab world, thereby establish-
ing the circumlocutory route from Europe.
Simultaneously, al-Hady was also a fervent critique of the British
encroachment in Malaya. In an article published in al-Ikhwan al-Hady
wrote, 'for if we are conscious and still possess the faculty of thought,
then how can we allow another people to rule over us, to be our guardian
in our beloved watanj'toe In the same article he also warned the Malays
not to be deceived by the wealth and prosperity in Malaya as they were
reserved for the British and European capitalist establishments.rr0 In his
detective novel, Cetera Rokambu\ al-Hady indirectly attacked the Brit-
ish. In this novel. set in India. the British defeated and controlled the
Muslims not by guns but by distributing opium. Another strategy adopt-
ed by the British, in al-Hady's fiction, was signing treaties with local
rulers.rrr By shrouding his criticism of the British in stories and indirect
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critique, al-Hady saved his newspapers and publishing house from pros-
ecution by the colonial power.
Al-Hady found from past experiences that participation in the politics
of government and criticism was ineffective against the British.tt2 Perhaps
he was alluding to his involvement in the anti-colonial Rushdiyyah club in
Riau, which developed into an anti-Dutch movement and led to the aboli-
tion of the Riau sultanate.rr3 Another failed anti-imperialist movement that
he witnessed was the mutiny of the 5'h Light Infantry in Singapore on 15
February 1915.tt4 There were many other minor rebellions, which seems
to have persuaded al-Hady to avoid direct political activism.r's Al-Hady
was opposed to British exploitation of Malay land for Europe and ruling
over the watan. It is apparent, therefore, that in his view, the British were
useful in limited ways, but once that limit has been transgressed, then the
British should be subjected to indirect hostility. The British were seen to
usurp of the guardianship of the watan.The watan, in the mind of al-Hady,
was exclusive to the Malays alone.
The second response is in relation to the Malay royalties. Within al-
Hady's responses to the existence of traditional Malay royalties lies some
hints that can shed some light on the concept of watan. The kerujaan was
diffused with spiritual and religious significances that created a mystical
aura. The sacred force, surrounding a king was daulat, a word that came
from the Arabic dawla, meaning the mystical power of the king which
gave him full power over his subjects. This included presenting a subject
with a nama (good reputation, which was the aim of every subject) and
condemning ungrateful subjects with the charge of derhaka(disloyalty)."6
The presentation of good namato a subject did not necessarily indicate the
positive quality of the subject. R.J. Wilkinson noted that there were many
less important people who possessed the most reputable nama.tt7
In the view of al-Hady, the system of namawas nothing but nonsense.
He believed that real praise should be reserved for those who strove for
the betterment of their community, nation and watan.tt8 Sultan Abubakar
of Johor, for instance, was remembered not because of his title and med-
als but because of his work in rescuing his state from the British con-
trol.lre In al-Hady's opinion, the traditional system of nama, given to those
most loyal to the raja was merely based on imagination, dreams and false
honour.r20 From this attitude we can infer that al-Hady, had been exposed
to the idea of rationalism from Europe through Egypt. He began to mea-
sure the traditional system against the standard of European rationalism,
and hence this system became devoid of meaning.
In his book Kitab Ugama Islam dan Akal, al-Hady further challenged
the feudal system by affirming the equality of all, whether they were kings
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or beggars.12' Al-Hady saw Malay traditionalism as an obstacle to progress.
In addition, he criticized the Malays for being lazy and irrational, which
resulted in their failure to partake in the expanding capitalism. The repre-
sentation of the Malays as lazy was a colonial construct as a result of the
resistance of Malays to work in the capitalist sector of the economy."'By
the end of the 19'h century, however, the Malays themselves had begun to
identify with the constructed image of lary Malays. The result of this was
the rise of an inferiority complex among the Malays that led them to con-
demn traditional values, which were seen as 'an obstacle to their adapta-
tion to capitalism'. r23
In contrast, values which are compatible with progress such as pru-
dence, frugality and toil were stressed by al-Hady.r2a Shaharudin Maaruf
claimed that we have to read al-Hady's book in the light of the expanding
colonial capitalism that excluded Malays.t25 The book itself was the direct
product of expanding colonial capitalism while at the same time seeking to
justi$ it. The Malays, however, were not excluded from the expanding
colonial capitalism. Rather, the traditional and non-capitalistic economic
ethos of the Malays discouraged them from partaking in colonial capital-
ism.r26 Alatas accurately asserted that it was rational for the Malays to
remain in their rice field rather than to work in the tin mines or the rubber
plantation to enrich the colonial masters:
It was only when they were judged by the criteria of colonial capitalism that
they were found wanting. The ideology of colonial capitalism evaluated people
according to their utility in their production system and the profit level.r27
From this point of view, al-Hady's description of the Malays can be
seen as the direct product oftheir colonial representation. In addition, al-
Hady's standard of rationality was also the product of the ideology of
colonial capitalism. Failure to read the book in the light of the expanding
colonial capitalism will result in the inability, such as in Milner's work, to
address the question of why al-Hady entered 'the new discourse of poli-
tics', that is, the discourse of progress and rationalism.l2s For al-Hady, the
rational path for the Malays was to actively partake in colonial capitalism.
The direct result of this paradigm is the dismissal of the spiritual and mys-
tical values of raja and the traditional feudal system. Kitab Ugama Islam
dan AkaI, therefore, sought to reconstruct Islam in a manner that could be
reconciled with capitalism.
The loyalty that was formerly due to the raja was now directed to the
watan. The land was conceptualizedas the locus of loyalty and love. In his
novel, Hikayat Faridah Hanumset in Egypt, both the male and female pro-
tagonists were described as intelligent, noble and educated youth of Egypt
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who loved and remained loyal to their watan.t2e There was even a scene
when Shafiq Effendi, the male hero, swore by the most beloved watan.t3o
This incident is un-Islamic as Muslims are prohibited from swearing ex-
cept by the name of God. For the Malays, the scene was radical and
problematic, and yet for the Egyptians it was normal. The contrast be-
tween the Malays and the Egyptians became the successful motif for al-
Hady, in which Egyptians were portrayed as nationalistic and modern,
thereby constructing a new exemplar for the Malays. In another case,
Faridah, the heroine was sad to see her homeland being subjected to Brit-
ish control. Rather than blaming the British, she blamed the political and
religious authorities.r3' Loyalty to watan was thus the highest form of
loyalty as kings and ministers could be blamed for the weakness of the
watan.In other words, kings did not have the hereditary and spiritual right
to rule, what they had was merely duty to the collective watan, in which
their success of failure depended on their services to the watan Within
this logic, Malays moved from being subjects to citizens.
The last issue to be examined in extrapolating al-Hady's conception of
watan is his repose to the arrival of foreign migrants in Malaya. In the
middle of the l9'h century, the demand for tin increased rapidly.t32 At the
same time, rubber was replacing other crops as the principal agricultural
export, and by 1915 it replaced tin as the leading profit eamer.t33 With the
invention of motor cars, rubber was in great demand. Malay rulers, how-
ever, failed to meet the demands due to lack of capital and labour intensive
methods of mining. As a result, merchants from the Strait Settlements
took over the business, resulting in increased production.
As a consequence, the British adopted an 'open door' immigration pol-
icy, bringing Chinese and Indian labour into the country to work in the
mines and on the plantations.r3a As successful migrants, the Chinese formed
shipping companies and monopolized the retail trade of the country. As
early as 1907, al-Hady warned Malays that the Chinese had already taken
away almost all of their economic functions.r35 The Malays during the time
of al-Hady were already dependent upon the Chinese for their basic neces-
sities. In one of al-Hady's article, he warned Malays to look around their
village to see that those who sold rice, market vegetables, fish, and carried
water were Chinese.136 An indication of the Chinese economic activity in
Malaya was the amount they invested in the country. Before the war, the
total amount of investment in Malaya was estimated to be $454,500,000
and the share of the Chinese was around $200,000,000.'37
The Chinese were already embroiled in political consciousness. The
relaxed British policy towards Chinese in Malaya, together with the strong
connection to mainland China resulted in the rise of cultural and political
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movements to garner political loyalty to China.r38 When the Kuomintang
(KMT) came into power in China in 1912, a wave of nationalist activism
struck Malaya, creating fear among the Malays. There were already around
thirty branches of KMT in Malaya during the early 1920s, whose main
role was to keep the Chinese in Malaya united and in close touch with
China.r3e Al-Hady was especially angered by the Chinese who encouraged
Chinese patriotism.rao In his view, the patriotic Chinese were very un-
grateful to Malaya and exploited her resources, yet their loyalty was to
China. The Chinese were not considered by al-Hady as the sons of the
watanbecause they saw China as their homeland.
Although there were Chihese who did not participate in political activ-
ity and regarded Malaya as their homeland, al-Hady refused to consider
them as the sons of the watan For al-Hady,the watan was reserved for
Malays. That is, those who spoke the language and knew the culture. The
Chinese were perceived as others within. Such threat helped to construct
the identity of the 'sons of the watan'. As for Indian migrants, al-Hady did
not focus on them because of their small numbers and because many
returned to India.rar
The watanthat was promoted by people like Abduh, Kamil and Kemal
was utilized to form unity in their respective countries. Automatically, the
nature of the concept was very inclusive. In other words, wafan was used
to bridge religious discrepancies between the inhabitants of a land so that
they all could be regarded as citizens. The case with al-Hady was differ-
ent. The substantial presence of immigrants who were strong economi-
cally became a threat to the Malays in the context of colonial capitalism.
That is, as a community Chinese immigrants successfully worked within
the capitalist system, which resulted in economic success. Watan in Ma-
laya was conceptualized by al-Hady partly as an import from the Middle
East but also as a response to its socio-political context. For al-Hady, the
Chinese became a threat to the livelihood of the Malays. But it is probable
that for Malays, who did not care about capitalism, the presence of the
Chinese did not change anything. Seen in this way, the watan of al-Hady
was very much related to the expansion of colonial capitalism to the extent
that it excluded other sections of the community such as the Chinese and
the Indians on the basis of race. It is here that one can notice the ambiva-
lence in al-Hady's conception of watan, in which watan as a territorial
consciousness was conceptualized to include people. Yet the watan of al-
Hady was also tinted with ethnic categories that excluded people. The
question worth asking therefore is, which one is more valued, ethnic or
territorial consciousness?
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It is apparent that in the mind of al-Hady, watan was the homeland,
which during his era was being colonized by the British, who usurped the
authority of its original inhabitants. Watan was also seen as the highest
focus of affection, duty and loyalty, which was a departure from the daula
system, in which the focus was the raja. The watan was kept together by
a set of laws that regulated all aspects of life, and for the introduction of
law, al-Hady was thankful to the colonial powers.ra2 Malay monarchs au-
tomatically became part of the watan and subjected to its law. The highest
glory, therefore, was not given to someone by the rajas in the form of
nama,but given by the people as a result of one's service to his or her
watan. From here, it is clear that the introduction of the concept of watan
involved a substantial restructuring of Malay values.
Is it at this point that the territorial consciousness that was enshrined in
the concept of watan became entangled with the racial consciousness of
being Malay? Al-Hady himself, however, was of Hadrdmr descent and not
Indigenous Malay. He, along with his fellow editors of al-Imam, even con-
fessed this:
Indeed we are not of the same lineage as the people of this place, nonetheless as
those who are locally born we have become attached to their country as our watan for
we have drunk its milk, grown up on its flesh and blood and enjoyed all its benefits.
Should we not therefore feel indebted to its country and people?ra3
From this statement we can gather that al-Hady, aware of his origin,
regarded Malaya as his watan as he had benefited from the land and
hence, as a form of indebtedness, developed a strong affection to the
land. In other words, membership of a watan was open to some who did
not come from the land. But, it was possible also for some of those who
had developed strong ties to the land, specifically the Chinese, to still be
excluded.
The construction of 'Malay' itself is at the heart of the issue. Malay
was by no means a racial category. Rather it was a linguistic and cultural
category shared by the people ofthe Malay-Indonesian archipelago.raa One
could be Malay if one spoke the language, adapted to the customs and
adhered to the religion of Islam. It is the last prerequisite, which automat-
ically excluded the Chinese but at the same time included HadramTs such
as al-Hady. In fact, the usage of Malay as a racial category began with Sir
Thomas Stamford Raffles who perceived the people of the archipelago as
belonging to the same race.ra5 The conception of Malay as a race was
based on the increasing legitimacy of racial theory. It was social Darwin-
ism and the need to justify the maintenance of direct rule in Malaya.ta6It is
clear, therefore, that the watan elucidated by al-Hady was aMalay watan
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reserved for the Malays not as a racial category but as a cultural-complex
with religion as its cornerstone.
The last issue that we will turn our attention to is the physical manifes-
tation of the watan. Different to Egypt, where the discourse of watanftst
erupted, Malaya did not consist of a single negeri (state). Rather, it was a
constellation of different negeri ruled by different raia.Michael Laffan's
observation of the translation of Mustafa Kamil's work Syams al-Mush-
riqainto Malay in 1906 indicated that the translation had undergone sensi-
tization. The word walaniya (patriotism) used by Kamil was translated
into anak-anak negerinya (sons of the soil).raTAccording to Laffan, sensiti-
zation of the translation was utilized because nationalism was an indigest-
ible concept in the Malay world at that time and that the geopolitical nature
of the Malay nation was still undefined.rag Walaniya would equate to the
loyalty of the individual negeri. For that reason, it was much better to
translate the word as 'inhabitants'. In 1906, watan constituted an individ-
ual negeribtt not the whole Malay nation.
By 1930, al-Hady already had in mind aMalay nationhood and its phys-
ical territory. In writing for the need for an Anglo-Malay school, al-Hady
stated:
When we talk of the country of the Malays we do not mean a piece of land of only
ten or one hundred acres but the whole of the peninsula and all the islands around
which make up the Malay Archipelago.'ae
This demonstrates that al-Hady already had a clear idea of the geo-
graphical territory of the watan It was not a negeriruled by a raja,butthe
whole area that we now know as Malaysian Peninsula. What made the
imagination of watan possible was the introduction and popularization of
modern geography. Books such as Hikayat Dunia were published in Ma-
laya in 1855, which helped to conceptualize for the Malays world geogra-
phy and their position within it.r50 The world was not presented in terms of
spiritual power over royal territory but in terms of racial and physical unity
such as bangsa (nation) and tanah (soil). This together with the centraliza-
tion of power in Malaya helped the Malay literati like al-Hady to imagine
the physical geographical boundaries ofhis watan.
The popularization of watan in Malaya by modernists such as al-Hady
was the second stage of the'circumlocutory imperialism'. By this pro-
cess, Western Enlightenment ideas were shrouded with Islamic ambiance
and introduced to the population. The epistemological shift was facilitated
by both the result of direct imperialism and indirect intellectual domina-
tion. It is important, however, to note that although al-Hady transmitted
Enlightenment ideas, he was not a passive courier. Different social con-
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text forced al-Hady to reform the concept of watan from its Middle East-
ern forerunner. While watan in the Middle East was an all-inclusive con-
cept, in Malayait became exclusive. Such remodelling of a borrowed con-
cept can be seen as a form ofsubversion and disavowal ofthe European/
Middle Eastern concept and thus allowed al-Hady a mode of resistance.
Circumlocutory Imperialism was therefore an ambiguous phenomenon, in
which a site of domination simultaneously became a site of resistance.
At about the same time, there were more secularist groups in Malaya
who popularized the term tanah air (land and soil) and bangsa (nation),
such as Mohd. Eunos in the Malay newspaper Utusan Melayu.l5r The ques-
tion that should be asked is, to what extent did the imagination of watan
differ to that of the more secular tanah aifl And why has the latter sur-
vived until the present day while the former faded? Was al-Hady a reli-
gious thinker or did his thoughts generate the wave of secularism? Also
how effective was al-Hady's campaign in Malaya? The following section
is concerned with answering the aforementioned questions through the
prism of his conception of watan.
The Failure of Watan?
The concept of watan proposed by al-Hady failed to produce the de-
sired effect of social mobilization. It was debated and discussed within the
public sphere but did not generate any social movements. In order to have
a mobilizing effect, an idea must connect itself to its social context.r52 The
social context in which watanwas positioned did not favour its implemen-
tation. A strong feudal system, robust traditional religious authority and
the resistance of the population impeded the realization of his innovation.
In this section we examine al-Hady's attitude towards the traditional reli-
gious establishment, especially to the dominant practice of Sufism, relat-
ing it to his conceptualization of watan.In addition, al-Hady's effort in
building the new social context is also dealt with. From this we can assess
al-Hady's endeavours and diagnose the causes of his failure. The final part
looks at the continuity and change of Malay national imagination.
Islam came to the Indo-Malay archipelago through the preaching of
the Sufis. It was the specific nature of Sufism which, according to A.H.
Johns, facilitated the absorption of non-Muslim communities into the fold
of Islam.r53 Sufism in Malaya worked within the tight compound of the
sharl'ah'and became the popular religious norm in the region. To talk
about Islam in Southeast Asia, therefore, is to talk about Sufism.
The introduction of new concepts and key-terminologies by Sufis al-
tered the traditional Malay worldview into an Islamic one.r54 In parlicular,
the Malays became accustomed to Islamic metaphysics and epistemology
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thorough the spread of Sufi literature in the region. The oldest known
Malay manuscript, for instance, the 16'h century translation of the Aqd'id
of an-Nasafi, was a work of theology with an exceptional focus on the
problem of knowledge.rs5 The Malay translation of the Ihya'Ulum a1-DIn,t56
the Sufi canon in which al-Ghazali devoted the first section to the theory of
knowledge, was studied by the disciples of Sufism throughout the archipel-
ago."' As guardian of Islamic epistemology, the Sufis were hostile to the
incursion of modem Westem ideas, which entailed secularism, into the
Malay world.r58 They were also hostile to Muslims who advocated the idea
of Islamic modernism. There was an incident reported in al-Ikhwanwhere
some traditional religious leaders claimed that killing the Kaum Mudawas
permissible.r5e The Sufi presence proved to be an obstacle to al-Hady.
Al-Hady addressed the differences in ideas between himself and the
Sufis. He ridiculed the Sufis by saying:
No doubt those who fondle and count their fasbris [rosaries], or those who sell the
words of the Qur'an as amulets, or those who twist the minds of women, will condemn
me vehemently and in the worst language, but I care not as long as I am appealing with
the call of the Qur'an.r"n
There is no doubt that it was the Sufis that al-Hady was referring to
with the words 'those who fondle and count thefu tasblhs'. The other two
characteristics, however, resemble moreso Malay sorcerersr6r who, al-
though influenced by animistic practices, were treated tolerantly by tradi-
tional Muslim scholars. They were given protection and food as long as
they behaved in accordance with Islamic virtues and in return they let
Islam affect their practices and techniques.162 Qur'anic texts, the Names
of God and the Prophet, for example, were used in their spells and amu-
lets.l63
The fact that al-Hady classified magicians and Sufis in the same cat-
egory suggests that his view of the traditional religious establishment
was dominated by colonial representations. Magic, amulets and Sufi or-
ders were seen as powerful exotic phenomena, which created colonial
anxieties.r6a A perfect example of this was the incident in Garut, West
Java in 1919 when Haji Hasan, a farmer, disobeyed colonial farming
policy. When approached by the authorities, Hasan entered his house,
closed all doors and windows and started Sufi chanting with his family.
The colonial authorities decided to attack, killing Hasan and his family
because they thought that Hasan was a sorcerer with potent spiritual
power.r65 This incident shows how fearful the colonial authorities were
towards amulets and rnagic. The colonial representation of Hasan blend-
ed Sufism and rnagic together. The two different phenomena were seen
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as one by the colonial eye: a foreign, mysterious and dangerous threat to
the colonial state. Al-Hady, in mixing Sufism and magic had re-present-
ed colonial representations, and therefore secured his own active posi-
tion within the colonial discourse.
Al-Hady attacked the Sufis for their overemphasis on the eschatologi-
cal aspects of Islam, which he felt led people from their worldly responsi-
bilities. In fact, in Kitab Ugama Islam dan Akal, al-Hady maintained that
the real purpose of imposing the five rituals in Islam was to serve the
development of the individual Muslim and his welfare as well as the needs
of Muslim society.r66 For al-Hady, any form of worship, which did not
have practical social virtues and benefits to the community should not be
followed. The Sufis, in stark contrast, affirmed the centrality of spiritual-
ity in worship and religious acts. Al-Hady, therefore, connected the reli-
gious acts of worship with the fulfilment of modem society as depicted in
his conception of watan.
For al-Hady, worldly progress was the true calling of Islam. In a stron-
ger sense, al-Hady accused the traditional religious'ulamd' of having lost
'all ability to understand the true calling of their sublime religion'.167 As a
result, Islam 'has lost its original identity and purpose'.168 Al-Hady boasted
of the progress of Islam as a religion which would create the greatest
community on earth, as 'countries which had come under Islam were
prosperous and advanced'.r6e Here al-Hady employed history to illustrate
his point. The history he alluded to, however, was very much his own
modern construction. For instance, in defending the right of women to
become leaders, al-Hady used the historical events of the early years of
Islam in which the widow of the Prophet, 'Asshah led a rebellion against
the caliph 'AlT ibn AbT Talib, which resulted in the outbreak of the first
civil war of the Islamic history.t?0 In al-Hady's view, this event shows
how in the early years of Islam, women could take active part in politics
and warfare.rTr For traditionalists, the incident supported their argument
that women should not lead as it would generate civil war.
Modernists like al-Hady were pressured to neutralize the colonial and
missionary representation of Islamic history, which painted it as inferior,
feminine and passive. Such representation can be seen broadly in the range
of fictional stories written about the Malays.r?2 For that reason, the past
was modernized, authenticated and rationalized in order to obliterate the
prevalent representation.rT3 In addition, the constructed past, which pre-
sented Islam as a nation not a religion, was remembered for its political,
economic, social and scientific progress as opposed to its spiritual signif-
icance. Al-Hady surveyed the religion and its history through the trajecto-
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ry of his own conception of watan, that is, of nationhood and secular
progress.
Al-Hady did not only attack the 'ulamd' but also their power-base, the
religious educational institutions. By the Eighteenth century, pondoldsl
(Islamic boarding school) became the venue in which the study of Islamic
mysticism was taught.rTa The relationship between the teachers and the
pupils in the pondok was based on the sufistic master-disciple relation-
ship. The surau (small mosque) also became an important centre for mys-
tical education.rT5 Al-Hady criticized the students of the pondok for prac-
ticing what the Prophet did not instruct them to do.r76 Such associations
did not bring any 'benefit to the Muslim community or to the country in
accordance with the commandments and requirements of Islam'.r77 Again,
al-Hady connected Islam to the concept of community and country. Edu-
cation which was aimed at the betterment of the individual changed to be
focused on the improvement of the watan. Al-Hady developed his own
altemative to traditional education.
Al-Hady's attack on the traditional 'ulama' and Sufis did not produce
the desired effect of mobilizing the masses. The majority of the Malays
adhered to the traditional religious values and it tended to be only the Ma-
lays from urban centres who supported al-Hady's ideology. Malays in
general actively resisted the importation of modem religious values into
their society by refusing to support al-Hady's foreign ideas. Elitism and
alienation of the population from Islamic modernist ideas was a systemic
and broader problem in the Muslim world, which led to the failure of the
modernizing project.
As a modernist, it was not enough for al-Hady to attack the traditional
religious establishments and their worldview; he also had to provide an
altemative. It was therefore critical for al-Hady to develop a context that
would facilitate the emergence of an educated Malay middle class. Through
the publication ofjournals and newspapers, al-Hady attempted to build the
social context in which his ideas could be received. He did not want the
joumals to be elitist, but rather a mass endeavour. In one editorial piece in
Saudara, for example, al-Hady reiterated his views on the aims of newspa-
per. He stressed that articles should be precise and written in simple lan-
guage.r78 In addition, long arlicles should be divided into parts so as not to
bore readers.lTe According to a friend of al-Hady, Za'ba, Malay journalism
in the early twentieth century was not only to supply news and informa-
tion, but new ideas and to instigate public debates.rs0 Throughout the towns
and villages, Za'ba could see people clustering together in coffee shops
debating the latest articles in the newspaper.r8r Al-Hady seemed to notice
the effectiveness of newspapers and for that reason he utilized them ac-
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cordingly. It is clear that al-Hady saw the newspaper as a mass medium
that should not be reduced to elitist circles, but to be used to instigate
social changes including moving to a more modern society where his ideas
could flourish.
In his novels he created conditions in which his ideas were implement-
ed in daily lives. Virginia Hooker asserted that in his novels, al-Hady pre-
sented the functionality of his modern ideas thorough the characters in-
volved.rs2 So, while in his non-fictional works al-Hady provided theories,
in his novels he presented 'living' examples. Despite the popularity of the
novels, it is difficult to gauge their reception.rs3
Another way of providing an altemative social context was through the
establishment of modern educational institutions. Al-Hady founded three
modem madrasahs in Singapore, Malacca and Penang. Here, Arabic and
basic Islamic sciences were taught alongside other sciences and English.rsa
Al-Hady's intention was to found an educational institution to produce
Malays who were well-versed in religion as well as secular sciences. The
plan failed because of entanglement with politics, opposition from the tra-
ditional religious establishments, lack of qualified teachers and funds. The
pondoldsl were more thorough in their instruction of religion while the
secular schools were more advanced in their teaching of non-Islamic sci-
ences. Modem madrasahs were in a state of limbo between the two. To-
wards the end of his life, al-Hady seemed to have become disillusioned
with the madrasah.lss
In 1930, al-Hady published his proposal for the establishment of an
Anglo-Malay school with English as the language of instruction.rs6 Ac-
cording to al-Hady, 'other than an English-language school, there is no
other educational institution'.r87 His hope was that the qualification of the
school could be recognized by the government. Al-Hady's desire for an
Anglo-Malay school was highly utilitarian: he feared thatthe Malays would
be crushed if they could not master the administrator's language. Ulti-
mately, he wanted some educated Malays to participate in the colonization
of other Malays.
Education was one of the most significant tools used by imperial pow-
ers to secure their rule. Lord Macaulay, for instance, addressed the need
to form a class 'Indian in blood and colour, but English in taste, in opin-
ions, in morals and in intellect.'188 English education was used to fonn a
middle class that could act as interlocutor between the colonizers and the
colonized. British colonial administrators utilized English literature as atool
to control natives under the guise of liberal education.rse To be able to
work in the administration, fluency in English was required. To use Gram-
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schi's words, 'cultural domination [operated] by consent'.reo Through
education the colonizer maintained control over the consenting colonized.
With his proposal for the establishment of an Anglo-Malay school, al-
Hady played an important role within the colonial agenda of dominating the
colonized. According to Frederick Cooper and Ann Stoler, colonialism
was marked by the collaboration between the colonizers and the colo-
nized, the metropole and the periphery.tet The colonial educational agenda
would not have succeeded had the colonized themselves not welcomed it.
It was individuals like al-Hady who acted as the interlocutor for the colo-
nial project. This can be seen where he said:
When an indigenous people have education comparable to that of the invaders,
follow the way these intruders educate their children, venture into any industry and
profession, use the same shietd in the battle of life, then surely they would survive and
compete with the foreigners.re2
Al-Hady's argument was not unlike that of Lord Macaulay's; al-Hady
was striving for people who were Malay in blood and flesh but English in
their way of life.
Watan and Bangsa
During al-Hady's time, another political consciousness was developing
-the bangsa consciousness popularized by Mohd. Eunos Abdullah in hisperiodical, Utusan Melayt.te3 The periodical has been described as the
'liberal critique of the kerajaarf'.rea Eunos was representative of liberally-
educated Malays, who were more secular in their outlooks than the Islam-
ic oriented al-Imam group. Bangsa consciousness, in the mind of Eunos,
was a Malay racial consciousness which was conceptualized during the
times of increased migration to Malaya. 1e5 According to Ariffrn Omar, Eunos'
conception of bangsa was somewhat more exclusive than al-Hady's wa-
faa as Eunos limited Malayness to those who had Malay descent, thereby
excluding the Arabs.re6 This meant a Malay of Arab descent, like al-Hady,
was not Malay. Ariffin's assertion is problematic because al-Hady sup-
ported Eunos. In an article written on the establishment of a Malay organi-
zalion in Singapore headed by Eunos, al-Hady praised the effort of 'sa-
habat kita yang dikasihi' (our beloved companion) in educating the Malays
to act for the betterment of the bangsa.teT This suggests that there was no
conflict between the bangsa of Eunos and the watan of al-Hady. By using
the word bangsa, al-Hady himself was supportive of Eunos' concept. The
bangsa of Eunos was territorial and cultural, not racial as Ariffin por-
trayed.
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The successors of Eunos were more extreme. Abdul Rahim Kajai,
for instance, explicitly excluded Arabs and Indian Muslims from the Malay
circle.re8 Under the fear of Chinese political activism in Malaya, the more
racial bangsa gained currency within the autochthonous Malay intelli-
gentsia. Malaya, in their view, was solely for Malays. Chinese or other
ethnic communities did not have the right to participate in the country's
politics. The successors of the kaum muda, in contrast, argued for a
territorial consciousness for the inhabitants of Malaya, which included
the Chinese, Arabs and Indians. When the British, after the war, planned
to set up a Malayan union which aimed to integrate the Chinese and the
Indians into one Malayan polity, the bangsa-minded Malays led by the
traditional aristocrats jeopardized it.ree Since that day, the bangsa con-
sciousness remains the central force of Malay nationalism.
The aristocrats who led the struggle for bangsa-mindedness formed
the United Malay Nation Organization (UMNO), which became the pri-
mary political vehicle for Malays. In contrast to al-Hady, the aristocrats
successfully mobilized the masses by utilizing the traditional structures
within the Malay community.20o Al-Hady failed to mobilize people be-
cause his project was elitist in nature and did not incorporate traditional
structures. The words of Frantz Fanon encapsulate this phenomenon:
Now it so happens that during the struggle for liberation, at the mo-
ment that the native intellectual comes into touch again with his people,
this artificial sentinel is turned into dust. All the Mediterranean values 
-the triumph of the human individual, of clarity and of beauty 
- 
become
lifeless, colourless knick-knacks.201
In the end, racial consciousness became the predominant national aware-
ness in Malaya and relations between Malays and other ethnic groups re-
mained problematic. The state, Malaysia, came to exist as a result of what
T.N. Harper described as the dialectic of late-colonialism, when the British
engagement in Malaya was satisfactorily concluded.2o2 What was left was
to transfer the state to those who could safeguard British interests in the
region. The result was a nation-state based on political pragmatism. Racial
tensions were suppressed by the state, resulting in ethnic tensions and
communalism which remain unresolved today.203 Nationalism that incor-
porates what we know as 'Malaysians' is still in the process of being
defined.
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Conclusion
J. Farish said in 1838:
The Natives must either be kept down by a sense of our power, or they must
willingly submit from a conviction that we are wiser, more just, more humane, and
more anxious to improve their condition than any other rulers they could have.z0a
Although he was actually speaking here of India, he could very well
have said the same thing correctly of Malaya.
By examining his conception of watan 
- 
a term that has been taken
for granted by previous writers on al-Hady 
- 
we can detect that al-Hady's
social, economic, religious and educational reform agenda was ultimately
part of his strive for a national consciousness distinct from that of the
kerajaan. To a large extent, al-Hady was not as 'Islamic' as he has been
presented by historians. For instance, Roff demonstrated that kaum mu-
da's first concern was with religion,2os while Radin Soenarno indicated
that al-Hady was an important supplier of Islamic impulses in Malay poli-
tics.206 While many of his ideas came from European Enlightenment ideol-
ogy in Egypt, al-Hady presented them in Islamic fashion to gain Malay
support. The Islamic facade utilized by al-Hady convinced many histori-
ans of his intense religiosity.
As this study has shown, however, the religiosity preached by al-
Hady was of a different nature to the traditional Islamic teachings: it was a
product of the colonial encounter. Islam was held merely as a set of logi-
cal justifications for modernity. Although the use of Islamic jargon per-
sisted, this was merely a tool utilized by al-Hady to popularize his ideas 
-
a phenomenon that Fazlur Rahman described as a'janus-faced attitude'.207
Al-Hady utilized the Islamic facade to furlher his own modem agenda, that
of supplantingthe kerajaan with a European notion of territorial national-
ism. He celebrated the presence of the British as an altemative to the tradi-
tional polity. Al-Hady therefore served as a testimony to the colonial pro-
gram, with the conviction that the British were 'more anxious to improve
their condition than any other rulers they could have'.208
By accepting the foundation of Westem epistemology, al-Hady carried
with him an integral part of Enlightenment thought: secularization. He ful-
filled the three components of secularization, which enabled him to re-
shape the Malay worldview into that which was applicable to modernity.
By wanting the Malays to be industrious and urging the transformation of
the wilderness into plantations, al-Hady stressed the 'disenchantment of
nature' by seeing nature as an economic commodity. By attacking the
kerajaan and presenting it as a body-politics responsible to the watan,he
desacrilized politics, thereby shattering the mystical justification of the
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polity. Finally by turning education into a utilitarian endeavour forthe bet-
terment of the watanand by calling Malays to participate in colonial capi-
talism, al-Hady deconsecrated the traditional value-system of the Malays.
By al-Attas' definition, al-Hady was an agent of the secularization of Ma-
lay worldview.
This brings us to the theoretical contribution of this article to the ongo-
ing debate of the relationship between Islam and modernity. The recent
phenomenon of Islamic terrorism has directed the gaze of the world on
Islam. The pressure from Westem powers to adapt Islam to a more rec-
onciliatory attitude towards the West and 'modernity' has produced a di-
verse range of literary responses.2oe In Indonesia, for instance, emerging
proponents of 'liberal Islam' clashed with the traditional religious estab-
lishments in their attempt to re-mould Islam to conform to Westem liberal
democracy.2t0 The intellectual debates taking place within the Muslim com-
munity, however, should be examined within the context of Western dom-
inance in the global political, economic and military arenas.
Being aware of the global context in which this article is written, I
embarked on a study of Islamic modernism at the beginning of the 20th
century. This study sought to locate the modernist thoughts of al-Hady
within the wider context of the prevalent global power structure of the
time. By doing so, we can see how his thoughts were a product of the
colonial encounter, they were an attempt to recreate and adjust the Muslim
world in light of 'Western perfection'. The economic and military might
of Europe paved the way for the birth of 'liberally' reformed Islamic
thoughts that justified the power structure while simultaneously attempt-
ing to imitate 'mighty Europe'.
I define circumlocutory imperialism as the intellectual domination and
subjugation of one group by another as a result of imperialism in the eco-
nomic and military realms that have happened through a third agent or
location. This theory is by no means a general theory, rather, it is specific
to the phenomenon of Islamic modernism in Malaya. While on the specific
level of Malayan history, the theory has opened a new way of examining
al-Hady, on the broader level it creates another theoretical construction of
the post-colonial issue of intellectual imperialism and dependency.
It is important, however, not to see al-Hady as a passive receiver of
Enlightenment ideas. Circumlocutory imperialism was by no means a sta-
ble and uniformed relationship but one full of contradictions and ambiva-
lence that acted as a site of subversion and resistance. As Shakespeare
wrote: 'You taught me language, and my profit on't is I know how to
curse'2rt When Caliban utters these words to Prospero, he is transforming
an act of cultural imperialism into a site of resistance. Caliban was taught
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by his master to speak, think and act in a civilized European manner and
yet that ability was distorted to produce an unacceptable form ofspeech.
Using the 'ref,rned' language of the colonizers and yet altering it to fit one's
position is a form of subversion to the colonial power.
Through examining the concept of watan in al-Hady's thoughts we
observe a similar phenomenon. Watanwas an Enlightenment concept tak-
en from Europe through Egypt. Yet when it came to Malay4 it was no
longer the all-inclusive territorial consciousness but one that had been in-
fused with cultural and religious elements. In contrast to European patrio-
tism, the watan of al-Hady. was reserved for Malays alone, excluding the
Chinese. This was, therefore, a subversion and disavowal of the European
concept and thus allowed al-Hady a mode of resistance. Circumlocutory
imperialism therefore, was a process of intellectual domination, but one
which also generated agency of the dominated to resist; creating both sites
of domination as well as resistance.
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